
 

AASL Board of Directors Meeting

2014 ALA Annual Conference, Las Vegas, NV

Board I- Caesar
 

Board Members Present:    Gail Dickinson, Terri 

Nickel, Jody Howard, Catherine Evans, Audrey Church, Devona Pendergrass, Michelle 

Luhtala, Catherine Marriott, Sarah Thornbery, Kathy Carroll, Cecelia Solomon, Carlyn 

Gray, Jessica Gillis, Cindy 

 

Board Members Absent: Susan Nickel

 

Staff Present: Sylvia Norton, Allison Cline, Jennifer Habley, Stephanie Book, Meg Featheringham, 

Jonna Ashley

Guests Present: Ken Stewart, Eileen Kern, Leslie Preddy, Steven Yates

The meeting of the AASL Board of Directors was called to order on 

Milano VI by Gail K. Dickinson, AASL President.  A quorum was present.

 

All items on the consent agenda were approved at the beginning of the meeting. 

and voted on: 
 

Report 

Strategic Plan 

Operational Plan 

Budget 

Brand Task Force extension 

Toolkit for School Library Programs Task Force 

Flexible Scheduling and Staffing Position Statement Revisions

AASL Board Minutes 
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Gail Dickinson, Terri Grief, Karen Lemmons, Susan Ballard, Valerie Edwards, Robbie 

Nickel, Jody Howard, Catherine Evans, Audrey Church, Devona Pendergrass, Michelle 

Luhtala, Catherine Marriott, Sarah Thornbery, Kathy Carroll, Cecelia Solomon, Carlyn 

Gray, Jessica Gillis, Cindy Pfeiffer 

Susan Nickel 

Sylvia Norton, Allison Cline, Jennifer Habley, Stephanie Book, Meg Featheringham, 

Jonna Ashley 

Ken Stewart, Eileen Kern, Leslie Preddy, Steven Yates 

 

The meeting of the AASL Board of Directors was called to order on Friday, June 27, 2014, at 1:00 pm

, AASL President.  A quorum was present.  

onsent agenda were approved at the beginning of the meeting. The following item

Submitter 

Dickinson/Norton 

EC/ Norton/Cline 

Lemmons/Cline 

Pfeiffer /Book 

Toolkit for School Library Programs Task Force Sunset Nickel /Book 

Flexible Scheduling and Staffing Position Statement Revisions Norton/Martin 

 

Grief, Karen Lemmons, Susan Ballard, Valerie Edwards, Robbie 

Nickel, Jody Howard, Catherine Evans, Audrey Church, Devona Pendergrass, Michelle 

Luhtala, Catherine Marriott, Sarah Thornbery, Kathy Carroll, Cecelia Solomon, Carlyn 

Sylvia Norton, Allison Cline, Jennifer Habley, Stephanie Book, Meg Featheringham, 

1:00 pm in Caesars Palace, 

The following items were discussed 

Accepted (A)    

Not Accepted(NC) 

Withdrawn (W) 

 A 

A 

A 

A 

A 

A 
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AASL Strategic Plan                                                     

 

Motion:  That the AASL Board of Director approve the 2014-2017 Strategic Plan. Accepted 

 

Background:  AASL’s previous Strategic Plan covered 2008-2013 and the last updated version was 

approved by the Board of Directors on April 25, 2010. To create a new Strategic Plan covering the next 

three years, AASL engaged Management Consultant, Mick Weltman, to assist Sylvia Knight Norton, AASL 

Executive Director, and the Board of Directors with this process. The Strategic Plan will be reviewed and 

approved by the AASL Board of Directors during its June 2014 Board of Director’s meeting. The three-

year Strategic Plan covers July 1, 2014-June 30, 2017. 

 

Relationship to Strategic Plan/Mission/Goals: (http://www.ala.org/aasl/about/governing-docs).  

Relationship to any policies/position statements:  

Vision Statement - The American Association of School Librarians is: 

• A proactive organization that addresses issues, anticipates trends, and sets the future agenda 

for the profession; 

• An advocate for the indispensable role of school library programs with school librarians, for best 

practices in school librarianship, and for the core values and ethics of the library profession; 

• An open, friendly, welcoming organization that embraces cultural and ethnic diversity; 

• An inclusive professional home for all school librarians and a partner in mutual interests with 

educators, technologists, researchers, vendors, and other librarians; 

• An essential resource for school librarians seeking professional development, leadership 

opportunities, communication with peers, and the most current information, research, and 

theory in the field; and 

• A flexible, responsive organization that models effective management practices. 

 

The Association's Strategic Plan was developed to be an essential ingredient in assuring the long term 

viability of AASL. The plan was developed to assist AASL in positioning for the future and maintaining its 

leadership in the field. It is, therefore, most important that the plan be fully integrated into the 

operational structure of AASL. To make certain that the Plan is utilized to the fullest possible extent, the 

following policies have been created. 

 

Policy #1 Integration with the Association’s programs, services, products 

 

It shall be the policy of the AASL Board of Directors that: 

AASL's Strategic Plan shall be provided to all parts of the association (Affiliate Assembly, sections, 

standing committees, task forces, etc.) so that the goals and strategic directions contained in the plan 

may be used by these groups as they execute the work of the association. The plan shall be the primary 

basis for all AASL programs, services and products, and these shall be evaluated on the basis of their 

relatedness to the plan. 
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The AASL leadership shall be made aware of and be familiar with the AASL Strategic Plan.  The 

strategic directions from the plan shall be included on the agenda of each Midwinter planning session 

for discussion and comment. Recommendations for revisions to the plan will be solicited  from 

throughout the association. 

Policy #2 The Strategic Plan and priorities shall drive the budget process 

 

It shall be the policy of the AASL board of Directors that: 

 

The goals and strategic directions contained in the AASL Strategic Plan shall provide the basis upon 

which the Board of Directors evaluate current programs, identify new initiatives, and establish priorities 

for the annual budget. 

Policy #3 Assessment of implementation of the plan 

 

It shall be the policy of the AASL Board of Directors that: 

 

Annually all sections, committees and ad hoc groups identify programs and activities that support the 

plan for the current year and the year that follows as well as those programs or activities that are no 

longer relevant.  This information should be submitted annually to the AASL office as part of the unit’s 

annual report.   

Appendix B 

Policy #4 Annual Strategic Plan Updating 

 

It shall be the policy of the AASL Board of Directors that: 

 

AASL Strategic Plan is a living document that provides a framework for Association decision making, 

programming, budgeting, and internal evaluation. Because AASL operates within the rapidly evolving K-

12 education environment, it is important for the document to be able to respond positively--even 

aggressively—as changes occur. Changes in the plan, however, must balance longer term objectives 

against more immediate issues. 

 

Therefore, the Plan's strategic directions will be reviewed for change annually. AASL units wishing 

consideration for particular changes in the strategic directions should submit their recommendations in 

writing to the Board 30 days prior to the Midwinter Meeting. Any action by the Board will be following 

the planning session at the Midwinter Meeting. 

 

In addition, each year a review of the Association's external and internal environment shall be 

conducted by staff analyzing trends, member expectations and other available data. Based on this 

annual review, the Board of Directors may make other revisions to strategic directives and report these 

to the membership. 

 

The vision, mission, goal statements, values and essential functions will be revisited by the Board every 

five years at the Midwinter Meeting. The process for revision of the Strategic Plan will be ongoing. The 

more in-depth review will always follow active solicitation of input from both individual members and 

the various units of AASL. 
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Possible Budget Impact:   

 

The executive committee determined the strategic plan priorities will drive the budget as 

presented at this meeting for full board approval. 

 

Possible Staff Impact:   

 

See Operational Plan for details. 
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AASL Operational Plan  
 

Motion:  That the AASL Board of Director approved the 2014-2017 Operational Plan as an outline of 

work to be completed through the Strategic Plan implementation. Accepted 

 

Background:  The attached operational plan is a step-by-step on how the strategies approved in the 

strategic plan will be accomplished.  At each board and executive committee meeting an updated 

document will be presented showing dates added and work accomplished.  There are many pieces that 

will unfold as the plan progresses and so dates and financial implications will need to be adjusted to 

accommodate current climate and association needs. 

 

As a high level overview these are the rationales for the recommended plans: 

 

EXTERNAL FOCUS 

 

Critical Issues #1/Goal #1 

To determine the impact of educational and technology trends within the changing societal 

context and how AASL can best respond. 

Overview 

In order to accomplish this goal it is critical that AASL set parameters. The “educational and 

technology” world is far too large for AASL to tackle and so the approach must be strategic. 

Under this goal, as a first step, the strategies must hone in on both the organizations/groups 

and issues that will have the greatest impact. 

 

Critical Issue #1/Goal #2 

To be a stronger voice for school librarians and the profession. 

Overview 

The largest and most obvious recommendation under this goal is a review, revision, and/or new 

learning standards and program guidelines. Additionally, a top down approach is being 

recommended to extend AASL’s reach starting with AASL key leaders presence at the state level 

to individual school librarians reaching into their communities. Under this goal AASL must 

determine a way to reach the local community through our organizational structure. 

 

INTERNAL FOCUS 

 

Critical Issue #2/Goal #1 

To strengthen AASL’s relationship with state affiliates and other ALA Communities 

Overview 

The three key communities that have been identified are AASL’s Affiliates, AASL sponsors and 

ALA (other divisions included). By expanding our involvement in all three the ‘reach’ of AASL is 

greatly increased. The intention is to build a relationship with affiliates in which AASL is seen as 

an invaluable resource for their success. By offering management tips, space to network, or 

increased communication and resources, the affiliates will be more successful which will make 

the AASL Community more successful. Similarly, sponsors can increase AASL’s reach and insight 

into our community and alignment with AASL should help grow their reach. Similarly, sponsors 
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can increase AASL’s reach and insight into our community and alignment with AASL should help 

grow their reach. Lastly, a membership in AASL means a membership in ALA. We’ve discovered 

that many resources are duplicative and that greater collaboration will lead to increased 

success by the entire organization. 

 

Critical Issue #2/Goal #2 

To build the school librarian’s professional community. 

Overview 

The focus of this goal will be to transform AASL into “The School Librarian Community.” 

Current efforts to build an online Knowledge Quest that will be dynamic, interactive, and 

informative can be the source in which information from across the school library field is pulled. 

We will also look to internal membership groups, more specifically, ways to incorporate ESLS 

members into student member recruitment while also building a sense of community for 

continued membership after graduation. Lastly, the retired member SIG would be given more 

staff support and board suggestions (directions) to fully utilize such a wealth of expertise and 

time. 

 

Critical Issue #3/Goal #1 

To create a more effective and efficient internal governance and strategies to better meet 

AASL’s mission. 

Overview 

Overall this goal is intended to make volunteering with AASL an inviting and positive 

experience. The intended outcome is more engaged volunteers who value membership in AASL 

and are ambassadors for the association by creating tools, processes and opportunities. The 

first level will be a review and evaluation of current committees, committee structure, board 

orientation and volunteering processes. The second level will be the development of tools to 

assist volunteers to get the most out of their experience including additional training and 

resources, engaging opportunities, and easy access to opportunities. Finally, there will be 

considerations for leadership development and succession planning.  

 

 

Relationship to Strategic Plan/Mission/Goals: (http://www.ala.org/aasl/about/governing-docs).  

Implementation of current strategic plan 

Relationship to any policies/position statements:  
 

The Association's Strategic Plan was developed to be an essential ingredient in assuring the long term 

viability of AASL. The plan was developed to assist AASL in positioning for the future and maintaining its 

leadership in the field. It is, therefore, most important that the plan be fully integrated into the 

operational structure of AASL. To make certain that the Plan is utilized to the fullest possible extent, the 

following policies have been created. 

 

Policy #1 Integration with the Association’s programs, services, products 
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It shall be the policy of the AASL Board of Directors that: 

 

AASL's Strategic Plan shall be provided to all parts of the association (Affiliate Assembly, sections, 

standing committees, task forces, etc.) so that the goals and strategic directions contained in the plan 

may be used by these groups as they execute the work of the association. The plan shall be the primary 

basis for all AASL programs, services and products, and these shall be evaluated on the basis of their 

relatedness to the plan. 

      

The AASL leadership shall be made aware of and be familiar with the AASL Strategic Plan.  The 

strategic directions from the plan shall be included on the agenda of each Midwinter planning session 

for discussion and comment. Recommendations for revisions to the plan will be solicited  from 

throughout the association. 

 

Policy #2 The Strategic Plan and priorities shall drive the budget process 

 

It shall be the policy of the AASL board of Directors that: 

 

The goals and strategic directions contained in the AASL Strategic Plan shall provide the basis upon 

which the Board of Directors evaluate current programs, identify new initiatives, and establish priorities 

for the annual budget. 

 

Policy #3 Assessment of implementation of the plan 

 

It shall be the policy of the AASL Board of Directors that: 

 

Annually all sections, committees and ad hoc groups identify programs and activities that support the 

plan for the current year and the year that follows as well as those programs or activities that are no 

longer relevant.  This information should be submitted annually to the AASL office as part of the unit’s 

annual report.   

Appendix B 

Policy #4 Annual Strategic Plan Updating 

 

It shall be the policy of the AASL Board of Directors that: 

 

AASL Strategic Plan is a living document that provides the framework for Association decision making, 

programming, budgeting, and internal evaluation. Because AASL operates within the rapidly evolving K-

12 education environment, it is important for the document to be able to respond positively--even 

aggressively—as changes occur. Changes in the plan, however, must balance longer term objectives 

against more immediate issues. 

 

Therefore, the Plan's strategic directions will be reviewed for change annually. AASL units wishing 

consideration for particular changes in the strategic directions should submit their recommendations in 

writing to the Board 30 days prior to the Midwinter Meeting. Any action by the Board will be following 

the planning session at the Midwinter Meeting. 
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In addition, each year a review of the Association's external and internal environment shall be 

conducted by staff analyzing trends, member expectations and other available data. Based on this 

annual review, the Board of Directors may make other revisions to strategic directives and report these 

to the membership. 

 

The vision, mission, goal statements, values and essential functions will be revisited by the Board every 

five years at the Midwinter Meeting. The process for revision of the Strategic Plan will be ongoing. The 

more in-depth review will always follow active solicitation of input from both individual members and 

the various units of AASL. 

 

Possible Budget Impact:   

 

The executive committee determined the strategic plan priorities will drive the budget as 

presented at this meeting for full board approval. 

 

Possible Staff Impact:   

 

See Operational Plan document for details. 
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FY15 Budget 
 

Motion:  That the AASL Board of Directors approve the FY15 budget. Accepted 

 

Background:  The FY15 draft budget was presented to the AASL executive committee during the spring 

EC meeting and was approved to move forward for full board approval. 

 

Relationship to Strategic Plan/Mission/Goals: (http://www.ala.org/aasl/about/governing-docs).  

 

The current budget is developed around the strategic plan under consideration. 

 

Relationship to any policies/position statements:  

 

Treasurer  

The Treasurer is the chair of the Budget committee and serves as the members’ advocate in the 

budgetary process reporting annually to the AASL membership. (Bylaws Article IV Section 3) 

The AASL Board of Directors shall set annually the AASL priorities, goals and budget. (Bylaws 

Article VII. Board of Directors Section 2) 

The Executive Director, in consultation with the AASL Executive Committee acting as the Budget 

Committee, shall be responsible for preparing and presenting the budget for approval by the 

AASL Board of Directors. The AASL Financial report shall be presented to the AASL members at 

the Annual Membership Meeting.  (Bylaws Article X. Finance) 

Policy #2 The Strategic Plan and priorities shall drive the budget process  

It shall be the policy of the AASL board of Directors that:  

The goals and strategic directions contained in the AASL Strategic Plan shall provide the basis 

upon which the Board of Directors evaluate current programs, identify new initiatives, and 

establish priorities for the annual budget. 

 

Possible Budget Impact:  Attached FY15 budget 

 

Possible Staff Impact: None (the current budget maintains the same number of staff positions as 

previous year- currently one position is unfilled which has cause the discrepancy in expense for current 

year vs. budgeted expense in FY15.) 
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Repurposing and Managing the Brands Task Force Extension 
 

Motion:  Request that the AASL Board of Directors extend the charge/timeline for the AASL Repurposing 

and Managing the Brands Task Force until Midwinter 2015. Accepted 

 

Background:  The Task Force began its work in January 2013 and spent considerable time organizing 

various resources and developing questions for a survey. The survey questions were completed around 

the time of Annual 2013. Because of the schedules of school personnel the Task Force decided the 

survey should be disseminated in fall 2013. The surveys were disseminated with a strong return rate at 

the end of fall 2013. The Task Force met at Midwinter 2014 and established a timeline to complete our 

work.  Unfortunately Task Force co-chairs had some complications that prevented them from meeting 

the goals in that timeline so the white paper will not be complete in time for submission to the Board for 

the annual meeting in Las Vegas. As a result, the Task Force would like to ask for an extension to 

complete our work.  Our goal is to complete our white paper prior to the Executive Committee’s 

meeting at the end of October, but based on Stephanie’s guidance about the process we request an 

extension until ALA Midwinter in January 2015. 

 

Relationship to Strategic Plan/Mission/Goals: (http://www.ala.org/aasl/about/governing-docs).  

The work of the Task Force directly addresses AASL’s Mission to advocate excellence, facilitate change, 

and develop leaders in the school library field. 

 

In particular, the work of the Task Force could significantly impact the first two components of AASL’s 

vision statement: 

• A proactive organization that addresses issues, anticipates trends, and sets the future agenda 

for the profession; 

• An advocate for the indispensable role of school library programs with school librarians, for best 

practices in school librarianship, and for the core values and ethics of the library profession; 

 

And finally, this work directly supports the Strategic Plan: 

Goal Area: Advocacy 

All stakeholders understand and recognize that the school librarian and school library programs 

are essential to teaching and learning. 

 

Relationship to any policies/position statements:  

If the work of ACRL’s Rebranding efforts is used as a model for AASL the Task Force’s white paper may 

result in many modifications to existing policies and position statements.  

 

Possible Budget Impact:  One or more conference calls might be required.  

 

Possible Staff Impact:  Stephanie Book will need to continue to work with the Task Force.  
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Toolkit Revision Task Force Sunset and Status 

 

Motion:  Request that the AASL Board of Directors sunset the Toolkit for School Library Programs 

Revision Task Force. Accepted 

 

Background: The AASL Toolkit for School Library Programs Task Force began their work in the late fall of 

2012 and was slated to sunset at Midwinter 2014. Over the course of that year the task force 

experienced the loss of several members and a change in leadership. The previous chair Jami Jones had 

to resign for personal reasons in the fall 2013. Sally Mays was appointed as the new chair in late 

November, and two new task force members were also to be appointed to fill empty seats (one less the 

original task force roster). The task force met to assess their progress and remaining work, and to revise 

the project timeline. The task force was approved for an extension at Midwinter 2014 through Annual 

Conference 2014.  

 

Current Status: Two new members were appointed to the task force in February/March; however, they 

have been unable to attend conference calls or complete assigned work. Due to the loss of original 

members, and the two new members’ inability to assist, the task force was unable to complete the 

project in full. However, the task force made considerable progress between January 2014 and June 

2014. We feel we have completed 80% of the project, with only the two new major sections for 

Leadership and Branding remaining. 

 

The two remaining original and active members of the task force have elected to allow this task force to 

sunset. The task force is comfortable with the Board appointing one or more volunteers to work with 

staff Liaison Stephanie Book to create the new sections and complete this toolkit revision, with the two 

new sections Leadership and Branding. Please see the progress outline below.  

 

Relationship to Strategic Plan/Mission/Goals: (http://www.ala.org/aasl/about/governing-docs).  

 

Goal Area: Advocacy 

All stakeholders understand and recognize that the school librarian and school library programs 

are essential to teaching and learning. 

 

Relationship to any policies/position statements: This project was originally pulled from the 

Publications Committee developed 5-year plan. 

 

Possible Budget Impact:  No immediate budget impact--unless the board wishes to hire writers to 

complete this project. Ultimately, copy editing services will be covered under grant monies that are 

intended specifically for updates to this document. 

 

Possible Staff Impact:  Immediate staff impact involves only liaison duties. Future staff impact will 

involve management of the production and publication of the revised toolkit content. 
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Flexible Scheduling and Staffing Position Statement Revisions 
 

Motion:  Request that the AASL Board of Directors approved the updated and revised position 

statements that reflect changes to the NSLPY scoring rubric. Accepted 

Background:  In 2013 a NSLPY working group was formed to review and possibly update the 

NSLPY rubric to reflect current school library programs.  While the working groups task was to 

adjust the NSLPY award application and rubric to allow a description of both scheduling and 

staffing in the application, there were additional concerns raised that the group felt needed 

attention. 

 

At the Fall AASL Executive Committee meeting a second working group was approved to 

review, revise and recommend changes to AASL’s scheduling and staffing position statements 

to ensure that AASL’s formal statements were aligned with the NSLPY new rubric. 

 

Briefly here are some dot points regarding the two revisions: 

Flexible Scheduling 

1. Inserted technology into the document. (virtual collections) 

2. Included terminology to indicate school staff (teachers and administration) is serviced. 

3. Added Parents' and Students' shared responsibility and role ensuring flexible scheduling is 

implemented. 

4. Aligned the position statement with terminology from the NSLPY rubric. 

 

Staffing 

1. Wanted to infuse language that properly defined a professional school librarian. Decided on " well-

educated library degreed professional" since it appears that so many states do not understand the need 

for a library degreed professional and define their certification/endorsement/licensure differently. 

2. Inserted technology into the document. (This requires a level of skills as well as a time commitment 

that impacts staffing.) 

3. Made the director of school libraries into another number under principles. (It is not an add-on but an 

important ingredient in successful library programs.) 

4.Cleaned up the language to reflect current trends in the school library program. 

5. Aligned it with the NSLPY rubric 

 

Relationship to Strategic Plan/Mission/Goals: (http://www.ala.org/aasl/about/governing-docs).  

Responsibility to the Field Function 

Vision and Voice: Developing, implementing, and articulating a vision for the profession through 

standards, frameworks and guidelines. 

Relationship to any policies/position statements: Revised position statements attached. 

 

Possible Budget Impact:  None 
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2014 ALA Annual Conference, Las Vegas, NV

Board II- Las Vegas Convention Center, N120
 

Board Members Present:    Gail Dickinson, Terri Grief, Karen Lemmons, Susan Ballard, Valerie Edwards, Robbie 

Nickel, Jody Howard, Catherine Evans, Audrey Church, Devona Pendergrass, Michelle 

Luhtala, Catherine Marriott, Sarah Thornbery, Kathy Carroll, Cecelia Solomon, Carlyn 

Gray, Jessi

 

Board Members Absent: Susan Nickel

 

Staff Present: Sylvia Norton, Allison Cline, Jennifer Habley, Stephanie Book, Meg Featheringham, 

Jonna Ashley

Guests Present: Mark Edwards

Martin, Scott Chain

 

The meeting of the AASL Board of Directors was called to order on 

Convention Center room N120 by Gail K. Dickinson

 

Mark Edwards, Superintendent of Mooresville Graded School District, joined the board to help facilitate discussion 

AASL’s Mission Statement. Sarah Kelly Johns and Anne Martin reported out to the board on the ALA Committees which 

they are liaisons to.  

 

The following items were discussed and voted on:
 

Item 

Mission Statement 

Senior/Capstone Project Task Force Position Statement

NSLPY Request for Travel Funds 

School Library Month Committee  

Banned Websites Awareness Day 2014 

Presidential Initiative Task Force- Students 
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2014 ALA Annual Conference, Las Vegas, NV 

Las Vegas Convention Center, N120- June 28, 2014    

Dickinson, Terri Grief, Karen Lemmons, Susan Ballard, Valerie Edwards, Robbie 

Nickel, Jody Howard, Catherine Evans, Audrey Church, Devona Pendergrass, Michelle 

Luhtala, Catherine Marriott, Sarah Thornbery, Kathy Carroll, Cecelia Solomon, Carlyn 

Gray, Jessica Gillis, Cindy Pfeiffer 

Susan Nickel 

Sylvia Norton, Allison Cline, Jennifer Habley, Stephanie Book, Meg Featheringham, 

Jonna Ashley 

Mark Edwards, Eileen Kern, Leslie Preddy, Steven Yates, Sarah 

Martin, Scott Chain, Helen Adams 

 

The meeting of the AASL Board of Directors was called to order on Saturday, June 28, 2014, at 

K. Dickinson, AASL President.  A quorum was present. 

Mark Edwards, Superintendent of Mooresville Graded School District, joined the board to help facilitate discussion 

AASL’s Mission Statement. Sarah Kelly Johns and Anne Martin reported out to the board on the ALA Committees which 

The following items were discussed and voted on: 

Submitter/Liaison 

Kern/Norton 

or/Capstone Project Task Force Position Statement Nickel /Book 

Carnesi/Cline 

Solomon/Habley 

Luhtla/Cline 

 Pendergrass/Ashley 

 

     

Dickinson, Terri Grief, Karen Lemmons, Susan Ballard, Valerie Edwards, Robbie 

Nickel, Jody Howard, Catherine Evans, Audrey Church, Devona Pendergrass, Michelle 

Luhtala, Catherine Marriott, Sarah Thornbery, Kathy Carroll, Cecelia Solomon, Carlyn 

Sylvia Norton, Allison Cline, Jennifer Habley, Stephanie Book, Meg Featheringham, 

, Sarah Kelly Johns, Anne 

, at 1:30 pm in the Las Vegas 

Mark Edwards, Superintendent of Mooresville Graded School District, joined the board to help facilitate discussion on 

AASL’s Mission Statement. Sarah Kelly Johns and Anne Martin reported out to the board on the ALA Committees which 

Accepted (A)    

Not Accepted(NC) 

Withdrawn (W) 

A 

A 

NC 

A 

A 

A 
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AASL’s Mission Statement  
 

Motion:  That the AASL Board of Directors for approve the following Mission Statement: The American 

Association of School Librarians empowers leaders to transform teaching and learning. Accepted 

 

Background:  The mission statement was discussed during AASL’s Strategic Plan retreat and with 

consensus from the attendees that the mission statement should be re-visited and a working group was 

formed.  Members of the working group consisted of Terri Grief, Michelle Luhtala, Kathy Carroll, Rosina 

Alaimo and Eileen Kern. 

 

Rationale for the wording within the mission statement: 

• The role of the school librarian is changing and evolving. School librarians are not the keepers of 

things but serve as the guiding light to transforming learning through new tools and strategies. 

• The term learning reinforces the need for school libraries. It can be used to explain why public 

libraries cannot replace school libraries. 

• School libraries are about the learning.  It places school libraries at the center of discussions 

dealing with education.  

Relationship to Strategic Plan/Mission/Goals: (http://www.ala.org/aasl/about/governing-docs).  

 

Relationship to any policies/position statements:  N/A 

 

Possible Budget Impact:  As with changing “School Library Media Specialist” back to “School Librarian” 

this would require updated letterhead and such items, but we would use current stock before re-

designing the next order. 

            

Possible Staff Impact:  Would require checking and updating printed materials, website, etc.  
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Senior/Capstone Project Task Force Report 
 

Motion:  That the AASL Board of Directors approve the proposed position statement on the role of 

School Librarians in Senior/Capstone projects. Accepted 

 

Background: The Task Force surveyed school librarians to determine their involvement in 

Senior/Capstone projects, and the subsequent report was edited, approved and posted to the website 

on June 10, 2014. Based on the findings of the report, the Task Force drafted a position statement on 

the Role of School Librarians in Senior/Capstone Projects.  In addition, the Task Force is working with 

staff to identify potential dates in the fall to conduct a webinar on the contributions librarians are 

currently providing to complement the report and position statement. 

 

This Task Force is scheduled to sunset in June at the Annual Conference, and with our report we have 

completed our minimum intended outcomes. 

 

Relationship to Strategic Plan/Mission/Goals: (http://www.ala.org/aasl/about/governing-docs).  

 

This action aligns with AASL’s Essential Functions: 

• Development of the Knowledge Base: Developing and disseminating theory, best practice and 

research to move the field forward 

• Communications: Disseminating information through a variety of formats. 

• Professional Development: Providing opportunities for continuing education. 

• Community: Building a sense of community and creating connections to others. 

 

Relationship to any policies/position statements:  No relationship to any current policies or position 

statements 

 

Possible Budget Impact: No immediate budget impact.  (Unless there is a cost associated with the 

webinar.) 

 

Possible Staff Impact:  Assistance with planned webinar. 
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NSLPY Committee Request 
 

Motion:  Request that the AASL Board of Directors budget to cover travel expense for 5 NSLPY committee members to 

travel to the 2015 Texas Annual State Conference and the 2015 AASL National Conference to present on the award. Not 

Accepted 

 

Background:  Due to the complexity and detail of the submissions process, the committee thought it would better serve 

future applicants if we presented a session which helped to unwrap the process based on the rubric. In our opinion, 

there is a 3 year window needed to get some aspects of the program in place and there are a few gray areas that need 

clarifying. Our first presentation will be this fall at my Virginia state conference; then we planned to present at the Texas 

State Conference; and possibly (if accepted) at the 2015 AASL national. 

 

Relationship to Strategic Plan/Mission/Goals: (http://www.ala.org/aasl/about/governing-docs).  

 

This is in alignment with the 8 Essential Functions of AASL which states under:  

  

Responsibility to Members Function:   

Communications – Disseminating information through a variety of formats, as well as  

 

Outreach Function  

Advocacy :  Reaching out to constituencies and decision-makers who affect the quality of school library 

programs. 

 

Relationship to any policies/position statements:  

 

This is an attempt to bring clarity to the process for future applicants.  

1.b.  

AASL Vision Statement  

The American Association of School Librarians is:  

A proactive organization that addresses issues, anticipates trends, and sets the future agenda for the profession;  

 

An advocate for the indispensable role of school library media programs with school library media specialists, for 

best practices in school librarianship, and for the core values and ethics of the library profession;  

 

Possible Budget Impact:   

 

Travel expense assumptions- Flight @ $500 per; Hotel @ $150 per night/per person; Per Diem $50 per day/per person. 

 

Assuming two nights/per diem 

 

5 Committee members 

 Airfare- $2,500 

 Hotel- $1,500 

 Per Diem- $500 

Total budgeted expense per trip = $4,500 

 

Possible Staff Impact: Staff coordination of travel and budget.  
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School Library Month committee member increase 
 

Motion:  Request that the AASL  Board of Directors increase the size of the School Library Month 

committee by 3 members for a total committee size of 9 (8 members and 1 chair) . Accepted 

 

Background:  Given the upcoming 30th anniversary of School Library Month in 2015, the School Library 

Month Committee asks the Board to increase the number of members on the committee to 8 in order to 

effectively plan events, create resources, and promote this milestone.  

 

Relationship to Strategic Plan/Mission/Goals:  

 

Relationship to any policies/position statements:  None. 

 

Possible Budget Impact:  None. 

 

Possible Staff Impact:  None 

 

AASL COMMITTEE DESCRIPTION FORM 

 

NAME OF COMMITTEE:  School Library Month Committee 

 

TYPE OF COMMITTEE: 

 _X__Standing (ongoing and essential to work of association) 

 ____Special (addressing area of interest or concern or study; 2 year term with renewal) 

 ____Task Force (carrying out action/project on a specific topic with established deadline) 

 ____Ad Hoc Committee (a sub-committee composed of members of the parent group) 

 ____Editorial Board (operates under certain specific guidelines and terms) 

 

SIZE, COMPOSITION, OR SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS OF COMMITTEE:   

Chair, 1 year term with possibility for reappointment 

5 8 members, 2 year term with possibility of reappointment 

Board Liaison 

Staff Liaison: Communications SpecialistManager, Web Communications 

 

VIRTUAL MEMBERS:     __X__allowed   ____not allowed  

 

CHARGE: 

To organize annual campaign for School Library Media Month. 

 

FUNCTION STATEMENT: 

• Establish ideas and activities for school library media specialistslibrarians to use in promoting 

and celebrating School Library Media Month. 

• Prepare School Library Media Month ideas and activities to be posted on AASL website.  

• Develop a plan to promote the month and website. 
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Banned Websites Awareness Day 
 

Motion:  Request that the AASL Board of Directors approve reinstating the Banned website awareness 

day Committee with the addition of two members. Accepted 

 

Background:   Banned Websites Awareness Day (BWAD) was instituted in July 2011 as a part of Banned 

Books Week. The American Association of School Librarians (AASL) designated the one day of the week-

long censorship awareness campaign to focus on the impact of overzealous filtering in K-12 education. 

  

2011  

June: Nancy Everhart’s proposal to designate Banned Websites Awareness Day was approved by 

the AASL Executive Board - June 

July: USA TODAY author asked AASL for permission to run story about BWAD, but the timeline 

was too short, and he ran a different article instead.  

August: AASL officially designated the event.  

AASL blog posted a succession of guest blogs about BWAD from 8/15/2011-9/28/2011 by authors 

including: Stephen Abrams, Helen Adams, Deven Black, Connie Southworth Doyle, Doug Johnson, 

Michelle Luhtala, Lisa Nielsen, Mel Riddle, Lisa Von Drasak 

An AASL subcommittee of the (now disbanded) AASL Intellectual Freedom Committee was appointed to 

coordinate the Banned Websites Awareness Day effort.  

September: AASL created a resource page for BWAD in Essential Links 

The New York Times ran an article about school library programming around BWAD. 

Final 2011 post on AASL blog about BWAD included thank you to guest bloggers and an overview of the 

year’s celebration. 

 

2012 

American Libraries magazine published a piece in their Youth Matters column called, “A Tale of Two 

Students,” which (theoretically) kicked off the BWAD season.  

Attempted to crowdsource a collaborative slide deck of testimonials and pictures – a response to 

the question, “How does filtering constrain your learning, and your personal and professional growth?” 

accompanied by a photo that can be added to your comment in the presentation. This project was a 

flop. There was minimal participation.  

AASL releases a white paper on use of technology in schools. 

Doug Johnson contributed another post that was cross-posted to the AASL blog, emphasizing the 

importance of accessing participatory tools to teach digital citizenship. 

edWeb.net and Library2.0 both hosted webinars on Banned Websites Awareness Day 

Gwyneth Jones hosted an AASL sponsored webinar, “How to be a Ninja Warrior Filter Fighter!” 

Mind/Shift.org published a post highlighting Banned Websites Awareness Day.  

 

2013 

ALA’s OITP hosted a Google-sponsored symposium on the impact of CIPA on education. One AASL 

board member participated.  
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Mind/Shift published another post about Banned Websites Awareness Day highlighting an 

edWeb.net webinar entitled, “Teach the Kids to Be the Filter” that highlighted the key concepts behind 

an edWeb.net webinar on Banned Websites Awareness Day.   

2014 

AASL does not currently have any planned activities scheduled for September 24th, 2014 

Relationship to Strategic Plan/Mission/Goals:  

AASL works to ensure that all members of the school library field collaborate to: 

• provide leadership in the total education program 

• participate as active partners in the teaching/learning process 

• connect learners with ideas and information, and 

• prepare students for life-long learning, informed decision-making, a love of reading, and the 

use of information technologies. 

 

Relationship to any policies/position statements:  

This request supports AASL’s Position Statement on Use of Technology in Schools. 

 

Possible Budget Impact:   

Not at this time.  

 

Possible Staff Impact: The committee requests the assistance of one staff member to coordinate 

outreach beyond the AASL board to other ALA organizations, and to update the AASL Banned Websites 

Awareness Day website. 
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Students to AASL Presidential Initiative Task Force 

 

Action Requested:  Request that the AASL Board of Directors  

• Host the Student reception at AASL Conferences 

• Add “student member” ribbons for AASL Conferences. Also consider “mentor” ribbons 

• Develop a series of free webinars geared toward student members 

• Consider a mentorship program to pair students with an AASL member at AASL and ALA 

conferences 

Accepted 

 

Background:  The task force was organized by Gail Dickinson to encourage active student participation 

in AASL. One task was to organize a social event at the 2013 AASL Fall Conference in Hartford. 

 

Relationship to Strategic Plan/Mission/Goals: (http://www.ala.org/aasl/about/governing-docs).  

 

Relationship to any policies/position statements:  

 

Possible Budget Impact:   

• Student receptions at conferences (2013 National expense $5,000) 

• Ribbons for students’ nametags 

 

Possible Staff Impact:   

• Webinar development 

 

 

 



 

AASL Board of Directors Meeting

2014 ALA Annual Conference, Las Vegas, NV

Board III- Las Vegas Convention Center, N101
 

Board Members Present:    Terri Grief, 

Yates, Jody Howard, Catherine Evans, Audrey Church, Mich

Sarah Thornbery, Carlyn Gray, Jessica Gillis, 

 

Board Members Absent: Devona Pendergrass, Kathy Carroll, Michelle Wilson, 

 

Staff Present: Sylvia Norton, Allison Cline, Jennifer Habley, Stephanie Book, Meg Featheringham, 

Jonna Ashley

Guests Present: Carl Harvey, Carrie Turner, Miguel Fig

The meeting of the AASL Board of Directors was called to order on 

Convention Center room N101 by Terri Grief,

 

Miguel Figueora, from ALA’s Center for the Future of Libraries, 

initiative. Carrie Turner, Affiliate Assembly Chair, presented the concerns that were brought forward from Affiliate 

Assembly. 

 

The following items were discussed and voted on
 

Report 

Approval of the Policies Working group 

Approval of the External Relations Task Force

Approval of the KQ Online Working Group 

Approval of the University Student Working Group

Approval of the Committee Review Task Force

Approval of the 65
th

 Celebration Task Force

Nomination and approval of Catherine Evans as ALA Representative 

Leadership Development Slate of Candidates
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AASL Board of Directors Meeting Minutes 

2014 ALA Annual Conference, Las Vegas, NV 

Las Vegas Convention Center, N101- June 30, 2014    

Terri Grief, Leslie Preddy, Linda Underwood, Gail Dickinson, Valerie Edwards, Steven 

, Jody Howard, Catherine Evans, Audrey Church, Michelle Luhtala, Eileen Kern

Sarah Thornbery, Carlyn Gray, Jessica Gillis, Ken Stewart 

Devona Pendergrass, Kathy Carroll, Michelle Wilson, Susan Nickel

Sylvia Norton, Allison Cline, Jennifer Habley, Stephanie Book, Meg Featheringham, 

Jonna Ashley 

Carl Harvey, Carrie Turner, Miguel Figueora 

 

The meeting of the AASL Board of Directors was called to order on Monday, June 30, 2014, at 

room N101 by Terri Grief, AASL President.  A quorum was present. 

, from ALA’s Center for the Future of Libraries, joined the board to give an overview of this new ALA 

initiative. Carrie Turner, Affiliate Assembly Chair, presented the concerns that were brought forward from Affiliate 

iscussed and voted on: 

Submitter/Liaison 

Grief/Norton 

Approval of the External Relations Task Force Grief/Norton 

 Grief/Norton 

Approval of the University Student Working Group Grief/Norton 

Approval of the Committee Review Task Force Grief/Norton 

Celebration Task Force Grief/Norton 

Nomination and approval of Catherine Evans as ALA Representative  Grief/Norton 

Leadership Development Slate of Candidates Perry/Dickinson/Norton

 

     

Gail Dickinson, Valerie Edwards, Steven 

elle Luhtala, Eileen Kern, 

Susan Nickel 

Sylvia Norton, Allison Cline, Jennifer Habley, Stephanie Book, Meg Featheringham, 

, at 11:30 pm in the Las Vegas 

joined the board to give an overview of this new ALA 

initiative. Carrie Turner, Affiliate Assembly Chair, presented the concerns that were brought forward from Affiliate 

Accepted (A)    

Not Accepted(NC) 

Withdrawn (W) 

A 

A 

A 

A 

A 

A 

A 

Perry/Dickinson/Norton A 
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